In this paper, we propose a novel virtual display system for a real object surface by using a video projector, so that the viewer can feel as if digital images are printed on the real surface with arbitrary shape. This system consists of an uncalibrated camera and video projector connected to a same PC and creates a virtual object by rendering 2D contents preserved beforehand onto a white object in a real world via a projector. For geometry registration between the rendered image and the object surface correctly, we regard the object surface as a set of a number of small rectangular regions and perform geometry registration by calculating homographies between the projector image plane and the each divided regions. By using such a homography-based method, we can avoid calibration of a camera and a projector that is necessary in a conventional method. In this system, we perform following two processes. First of all, we acquire the status of the object surface from images which capture the scene that color-coded checker patterns are projected on it and generate image rendered on it without distortion by calculating homographies. After once the projection image is generated, the rendered image can be updated if the object surface moves, or refined when it is stationary by observing the object surface. By this second process, the system always offers more accurate display. In implementation, we demonstrate our system in various conditions. This system enables it to project them as if it is printed on a real paper surface of a book. By using this system, we expect the realization of a virtual museum or other industrial application. key words: texture mapping onto arbitrary shaped surface, camera, video projector, homography, calibration free
Introduction
Recently, many projects that digitally archive cultural heritages come to be held actively [6] , [7] , [14] . In such activities, we can expect not only preservation of the precious contents but the effect of accumulation and disclosing information as a research material. To make the best use of them, realistic display of the digitized contents is important. Because general display using CRT or LCD monitor can show them only as 2D image information, so the reality of the original objects is lost. Then, to solve this problem, we can use a technology called "augmented reality (AR)" that integrates the information in a virtual world with the real world [1] , [3] , [12] . Here we render the saved contents onto white objects via a projector and recreate them are proposed [8] , [9] . Thereby, the reality is maintainable because the viewer cannot only observe but also touch the digital contents in a real world.
In AR method, one popular way is a use of a wearable interface like a Head Mounted Display (HMD) [4] and another is using a projector. We pay attention latter method because it has some advantage than that with HMD in a point that multiple users can view at the same time or a user must not wear any equipment. However, a general projector only assumes the plane screen as a target so distortion will arise when it is going to render the digital contents onto objects with arbitrary shaped surface. Therefore, it is main problem to perform geometry registration between the rendered image and the object surface correctly for a realistic display. For geometry registration, it is generally used to match 2D information of a projection image and 3D information in a real world that the object exists. This method requires a precise setup of a triangulation measurement with a calibrated camera and projector [5] , [8] or an expensive equipment such a laser scanner for a measurement of the shape of a object [9] .
In this paper, we propose a virtual display system with a novel technique of homography-based geometry registration between the object surface and a projection image. We regard the object surface as a set of a number of small rectangular regions and by calculating homography between the projector image plane and the each divided region perform geometry registration at the time of rendering warped image. By using such homography-based method, we can avoid the use of all 3D information, so need not the special knowledge or the expensive equipment like the conventional method.
Here we consider digitally captured document images as the digital contents. Such digital documents are originally printed or wrote on papers. Although the paper is basically 2D plane, the shape of the paper surface changes when the viewer looks them in a real world. Therefore we consider projecting such digital document images onto a blank paper surface with arbitrary shape via a projector for integrating the real object with the digital contents. Figure 1 shows our system appearance.
In this system, once the projection image is generated, the projection image is always updated for more appropriate display by capturing the image of the projected surface on-line. That is, the systems updates the projection image according to the change of the shape if the object surface moves, or refines it more accurate when it is stationary. This second process is performed for always providing accurate virtual display. This system will be applicable to realize a virtual museum or industrial application like design of clothes and so on by projecting various digital contents onto same real object. Fig. 1 The appearance of our proposed system and an exapmle of virtual display. The user can view a rendered book as the image is actually printed on it.
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Homography-Based Geometry Registration
Homography Geometry
Homography represents transformation of points on the object plane between two or more views [13] . Figure 2 shows the simple model of homography between two views.
Suppose that a plane A in 3D space is seen by two cameras C 1 , C 2 . All the points on this plane satisfy the relationship represented by the following equation between two images I 1 , I 2 .
Here,p 1 andp 2 are homogeneous coordinates of the corresponding points between I 1 and I 2 . λ is scale factor. Matrix H is called homography and has a different value according to each plane in 3D space. Homography is a 3 × 3 matrix and has 8 degrees of freedom, so we can determine it from four or more corresponding points between the two images.
Enhancement of Homography-Based Geometry Registration
There are some researches for projecting images onto a simple plane whose position with the projector is unknown without perspective distortion based on the theory of the homography. Raskar [10] proposed a self-correcting projector attached camera rigidly to form a stereo pair. In this method, correction of distortion of the image is performed by calculating homography between projector and screen using a calibrated camera and projector. In [2] , by preparing multiple number of this pair, it is possible to deal for the screen with a gradual curve.
Sukthankar [11] proposed the more detailed method of determining homography in a camera-projector system. This method employs the pre-warping technique of calculating homography for warping images from the source image to the correcting image beforehand is taken. However this method is just for projecting images onto only a single plane with unknown position and pose, our proposal is projecting onto a surface with arbitrary shape by applying it. The surface of an object book usually has an arbitrary shaped surface, so we can't use homography which is planar geometry. Here by regarding it as a set of a number of rectangular regions, we can approximate each sub-region to plane, so that we can consider homography between each divided plane and the projector image plane. Because sets of the division planes can be approximated to the surface shape if the number of partitions is large, accurate geometry registration is performed in the case of arbitrary shaped screen. This method uses only geometry between 2D-2D information. So we can avoid the use of any 3D information and need not beforehand calibration of a camera and a projector or any expensive equipment that are necessary in a conventional method. Emori's display system using HMD also used this homography-based technique [4] . In cameraprojector system, it is main problem how we obtain the geometry between the projector image plane and the camera image plane.
Outline of Our Vitual Display System
System Configration
In this paper, we aim at the restoration of a precious book as an arbitrary shaped object and render the saved document images onto an opened book with blank papers via a projector. Figure 3 shows the configuration of the proposed displaying system. A camera and a video projector are installed over the object book. The position and the direction between the camera and the projector don't need to be previously known, because our system automatically estimates homographies. This means that our system can avoid 3D calibration between the camera and the projector. The video projector projects digital document images onto the object surface. The image of the camera provides status of the surface, such as the position, orientation, shape, etc., so that the projected images can be seen as if the images are attached on the surface. The camera is also used to observe the object surface after a generated image is rendered on it to update the projection image for more accurate display. The camera and the projector are connected to same PC for precessing. Figure 4 shows the flow of processing in our proposed system. Here we divide a series of process into two modes. The first mode is generating projection image process. In this mode, we try to generate the projection image which is rendered onto the object surface without distortion. The flow of this process is as follows. For acquiring the status of the book surface, the camera captures the images the book surface on which a sequence of color-coded checker patterns is projected via a projector. The captured images contain the information about the status of the book surface, so we can obtain necessary homographies and warp a document image to be projected for rendering the document image onto the book surface. By projecting this warped image, the system realizes realistic display of a virtual book.
Flow of Processing
After once the warped image is rendered, the system moves to the following mode of updating image process. The camera captures the scenes of the rendered book online, and observes it by making differerence between continuous two frames. Then, if the object book moves and the shape of its surface changes, the projection image is updated by repeating the generating image process according to the shape at that time. When the object is stationary, the system try to refine the projection image by re-calculating homographies by extracting gaps between the rendered image and the book surface. Section 4 shows details about the generating image process, and in Sect. 5 we presents the updating image preocess.
Generating Image Process
Outline of Estimating Homographies
In our proposed system, we generate a projection image by warping a source document image with homographies between their image planes. To estimate these homographies, we use enhancement of Sukthankar's pre-warping method [11] . Suppose the object surface is a set of a number of small rectangular regions, the relation between each divided planar surface and other each image plane is as shown in Fig. 5 . Now source document image is also divided into a number of rectangular regions in the same number as the object surface is divided. Each divided sub-image is warped by the homography H sp between the sub-image and the projection-image about its corresponding rectangular region of the object surface. For determining H sp , we consider other homographies H oc between the object surface plane and the camera image plane, H pc between the projector image plane and the camera image plane, and H so between the source image plane and the object plane. These homographies are related by the following equation:
So by determining three matrices H oc , H pc and H so , the warping matrix H sp can be obtained.
Color-Coded Checker Patterns
To estimate homography H pc between the projector image plane and the camera image plane, we use a series of checker patterns. These patterns consist of a white homogenous illumination and three another patterns which is encoded by eight colors. Value (eight colors) in the sequence changes according to the position in the pattern, so by projecting n another patterns, the position in the pattern can be encoded by 3n-bit (shown in Fig. 6 (a)-(c) ). Here we use three another patterns, so all the 2 9 = 512 colored area are encoded by another value. The camera captures all scenes of the book surface on which those patterns are projected. The captured image of projected white homogenous illumination (shown in Fig. 6 (d) ) is used for detecting grid dots printed on the surface, which define sub-rectangular area that can be approximated to a planar area. From the captured images of the checker pattern sequence projected (shown in Fig. 6 (e) ), the corner positions of the checker pattern are detected and used as markers for estimating homography between the book surface and the projector image plane. Because the object has white surface, the system can extract color information by making difference between a captured frame with a white homogenous illumination and it with a certain checker pattern. So these 3-bit color-code patterns enable it to detect feature points automatically by lower frames than binary-coded one.
Dividing Object Surface
In this paper, we divide the book surface into 32 of 4 × 8 rectangles. We place the red markers that represent the vertices of the rectangles. The markers are extracted in the captured image, which is projected white homogenous pattern (shown in Fig. 6 (d) ). The rectangle of four adjacent vertices is assumed as a plane segment.
Estimating Each Homography
Let us define four 2D positions x o , x c , x p , and x s . x o represents the position on the divided plane of the object surface. x c is the projected position of x o on the captured image. x p and x s are image positions which are going to be rendered on x o corresponding to the projection image and the source image, respectively. Now we need to estimate the homographies which relate those positions as shown in the following equations.
Homography H oc between the object surface plane and the camera image plane can be estimated by the fact that divided plane is a rectangular with previously known aspect ratio. Since the scale factor to represent the positions on the object surface can be cancelled in the later procedure, the aspect ratio of the rectangular on the object surface is sufficient to determine the homography H oc . Thus, we suppose the position of four vertices x o on the object surface with arbitrary scale according to the aspect ratio of the rectangular. In addition to that, four adjacent points x c of the markers on the object surface are extracted as feature points in the camera image of white homogenous projected pattern. The correspondence of the four points derives the homography H oc .
Homography H pc is obtained by using correspondence of the corner points of the checker patterns that are projected onto the object surface. Value (which color the rectangle has) in the sequence changes according to the position in the pattern. The corner points in the pattern can be encoded by the sequence of eight colors (so that it has 3-bit information). Therefore, we can obtain the color information and positions of the four vertices of the corner of the checker pattern from all the camera images of entire patterns. By using these correspondences of the four points between the projection pattern x p and the camera image x c , we can estimate the homography H pc . Now, as shown in Sect. 2.1, a homography is uniqely decided by the two view planes and the object plane. So H pc s have a same number of division of the object suface. Here, for estimating more accurate H pc , we extract the corners of the largest pattern block area enclosed by four red markers.
Homography H so between the source image plane and the object plane is determined by the correspondence of each divided rectangular region with the source image, which is defined according to the part of source image should be projected onto the surface region. The position of vertices on the object surface can be represented by the arbitrary scale factor that is the same factor as H so is determined. The factor is cancelled when H so is computed finally.
Once these three homographies are estimated, we can obtain homography H sp by Eq. (2).
Generating Warped Image
Each sub-region is warped by the estimated H sp for the region, and then the image to be projected is generated by compounding all the warped images (shown in Fig. 7) . For reducing the compounding error that is caused by the approximation that each divided region is plane surface, the homography applied to each pixel in the source image is interpolated from the homographies on the adjacent sub regions. Such interpolation reduces the hole in the warped image.
Updating Image Process
The image for rendering generated as shown in Sect. 4 is effective while the subject book is still. If it moves and its shape changes, the gap will be caused in this image because the geometry of the book surface changes too. On the other hand in the case that the subject book doesn't move, it is afraid that the accuracy of rendered image is not enough because of the error when homograhies are calculated. In this updating image process, for more practicably, the system judges whether the object moves or not and whether the projection image is enough accurate if it doesn't move and updates the image if necessary. These processing are performed automatically by observing the scene of the rendered book by the camera.
In the Case That the Book Moves
If the book surface moves and its shape changes, it is necessary to update the projection image for a new shape. Homography is uniquely decided by the object plane surface so in such a case all the homographeis must be recalculated by repeating the generating image process (as shown in Fig. 4) .
It is judged whether the book moves by making difference between continuous two frames. We would like to extract the red markers on the book for tracking movement of it. However, they are hidden by the rendered image when the book begins to move. So instead, the system pays attention to the movement of user's hand and approximate the beginning point of movement of the book when it enters the edge of the projection area (as shown in Fig. 8 ). Then the system stops the rendering of the image and tracks the red markers. The generating image process is re-executed at the time that the markers stay.
In the Case That the Book Doesn't Move
In this case, the system tries to improve the projection image more accurate. Now we defines that "accurate" means the geometry registration between the rendered image and the actual book surface correctly. So here the ideal projection image is the image that all the divided sub-region are rendered on the corresponding areas surrounded by the red markers without distortion. But the actual projection image is rendered on the book with some gaps because of the errors of the estimated homographies. Figure 9 shows the relation between the actual and the ideal image and homography.
As shown in Fig. 2 estimated homography H po is dependent on H pc and H oc , so the errors of H pc and H oc are accumulated at H po and the generated image can be refined by updating this homography and recalculating H sp . Now as shown in Fig. 9 the relation between the ideal H po and the actual H po represents in following equation:
By using Eq. (2),
The warping homography H sp can be updated by estimating the update homography H re . Now H re shows a homography between the actual and the ideal rendered region on the book surface. So it is obtained by the correspondence of the four vertices of the rendered divided image and the four red markers on the book (that is, theoretical value of the four vertices) which are extracted from the captured image. In the projection image, all the warped divided region are already compounded (shown in Sect. 4.5). In order to extract the four vertices of each divided image block, the image which added the marker on the four vertices of each block is projected onto the object book, and then the added markers are extracted from the captured frame at that time. Such projection of the image with the markers and extraction of the markers are finished in just a few frames, and performed every several frames (three frames in our implementation shown in the next section), so that users will not notice the projection of the markers.
Implementation and Evaluations
We performed the following experiments in order to show the validity of this system. Our system is based on a PC (OS: Windows2000, CPU: Intel Pentium IV 2.8 GHz), the camera (SONY TRV-950) and a video projector (PLUS U2-1200). We use NVIDIA's nView multi-display software and output both an application interface for CRT display and Fig. 11 The appearance of the virtual book obtained by rendering the warped image via the projector. a projection image for projector all at once. An example source image to be projected onto an object surface is 1024 768-pixel image. We use a B4-sized book with a blank paper as an example of book surface on which the digital image is projected. On the surface of the book, grids of lattice red markers are printed, so that the surface is divided into sub regions of 4 × 8 rectangles. Figure 10 shows the source document image and the object book. Now the projection image is generated as shown in Fig. 7 . This system requires about 3 seconds for this generating image process. The appearance of the virtual book by rendering the warped image via the projector is shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 12 shows the comparison with the real paper on which the same image is printed. Even if the book surface has an arbitrary shape, we can view as if the image is actually printed on it. In proposed method, we don't use any information contained in the source image, so we can substitute arbitrary images. Figure 13 shows an example in which other image is rendered at the same position of the book. Here we use images of the Gutenberg Bible, which is known as the first printed media in the world. These images are digitized in the HUMI project in Keio University [14] . The original Gutenberg Bible is very precious, so even observing it in the real environment is usually prohibited for avoiding its damage. We apply the proposed system to viewing the digital contents in more realistic situation than viewing on 2D LCD or CRT displays. Thus various applications are expected, such as building a virtual museum by reproducing a precious book like them, or performing newer approach by rendering other an image.
Here we perform our proposed system in several conditions. First, we show the results of projection in different positions where the camera and the projector are in Fig. 14. Our homography-based system avoids the calibration of them, so user can realize a realistic display by only mounting the camera and the projector at the arbitrary positions. Similarly, in the case that the book surface moves, by repeating the generating image process the projection image is updated according to the shape of book surface. Figure 15 shows the scene that the projection image is re-generated after moving the book. As shown in Fig. 16 , we put the system in different lighting environments. We can see the projection image is correctly generated regardless of surrounding brightness.
Next, we compared the results of projection in different number of book division to show the justification of the proposed technique. We show the results under different dividing schemes: (a) no division (that is, it being considered that the surface of a notebook is one plane), (b) 1×2, (c) 2×4, and (d) 4 × 8 in Fig. 17 . Here we regard the book surface as a set of rectangular planar regions. More the division number increases, a set of planar regions becomes closer to the actual shape of the book surface and more realistic display realize. On the other hand it is necessary that the at least four corner points for each divided region of the book when the checker patterns are projected to estimate homographies. So when the number of division is very large, higher resolution of the camera image is required.
Additionally, in the case that the angle between the camera view direction and the normal of the object surface is large, the accuracy of the generated image is tend to be bad because of influence of the errors when extracting markers. In the updating image process, the system tries to improve this accuracy by extracting gaps to the ideal projection image. Figure 18 shows the result of refining. In Fig. 18 (a) , you can see the holes on some borders in blocks before refining. It is due to the limitation of our system. As men- tioned in Sect. 4.5, we interpolate pixels when the warped sub-images are compounded for reducing holes. However, in the case that the compounding error is large, we can't interpolate some pixels on the borders because surrounding information is not sufficient. On the other hand, you can see the holes are removed in Fig. 18 (b) . In this way, we can reduce such holes and synthesize more accurate image by extracting the gaps between the red markers and the corners of the previously rendered image and recalculating homographies from their matching. Table 1 shows the mean and the variance of the differences between the extracted position of four vertices of the rendered sub-region and them of four red markers (that is, theoretical value of the four vertices) before and after refining for ten trials. These differences means the error of rendered image between ideal and actual one. As shown in the result, the error was smaller after refining for each times. By repeating this refining with a threshold, a more accurate image can be obtained.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel virtual system realized by rendering a image onto an arbitrary shaped surface via the projector. This system is based on the homography-based geometry registration. By dividing the object surface into a number of rectangular regions, we can regard each subregion as a plane, so that homography can be applied to the image transformation. Homography-based method has an advantage that can avoid the calibration of the camera and a video projector, so need not the prior setup or the expensive equipment to the previous works. We also built a system that a source image can be projected onto a book surface with arbitrary shape. In this system, after once the projection image is generated, it can be updated if the object surface moves, or refined when it is standing still by observing the object surface. By this second process, the system always offers more accurate display to shows its validity and justification. Through implementation and evaluation, we demonstrated the performance of our system in various conditions. This system displays arbitrary document images on a real surface of a book as if they are printed on the real surface.
In the presented system, the number of division of the surface is manually determined, so the rendering quality might be degraded for more complex shape of the surface. The red marker should also be a problem for achieving realistic display. We consider that such issues should be solved in the future research. 
